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Income and Earnings Disclaimer 

You and you alone, are solely responsible for any income you make or fail to make. This eBook 

makes no promises of realized income. You recognize and agree that the author and publisher 

have made no implications, warranties, promises, suggestions, projections, representations or 

guarantees whatsoever to you about future prospects or earnings, or that you will earn any 

money, with respect to your purchase and/or possession of this eBook, and that the author 

and publisher have not authorized any such projections, promises or representations by 

others. Any earnings or income statements, or any earnings or income examples, are only for 

illustration and informational purposes; they are not estimates of what you could earn. There 

is no assurance you will do as well as stated in any examples. If you rely upon any figures 

provided herein, you must accept the entire risk of not doing as well as the information 

provided. There is no assurance that any prior successes or past results as to earnings or 

income will apply in your situation, nor can any prior successes be used, as an indication of 

your future success or results from any of the information, content, or strategies contained 

herein this eBook. Any and all claims or representations as to income or earnings are not to be 

considered as “average earnings.” Affiliate Disclaimer Per the Federal Trade Commission’s 

recent policy update that requests we be transparent 

about any and all affiliate relations we may have in this eBook, you, the visitor or customer, 

should assume that any and all links in this eBook are affiliate links. If you utilize these links 

and visit the resulting site, a cookie may be set in your web browser that will cause us to 

receive compensation if you make a purchase.
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Your Usage Rights 

You do NOT have any resell / reprint / distribution rights to this guide. 

Any problems or questions about this course email 

sup port here: work1hourhelp@gmail.com 

Introduction: 

Welcome to How to Dropshipping Wild Kingdom, I’m a full 

time surfer, explorer and traveler, I am NOT an internet 

marketer. I simply create streams of revenue online that 

take me 1-5 hours a week to maintain…so I can do what I 

love in life…here’s one I wanted to share with you.

So in this guide I’m going to be showing you a traffic, app 

and design method no ones is showing that you will be able 

to crank out tons of products from a dropshipper in the USA.

This works 100%..never seen before, let’s go.
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First thing you’re going to need is a platform in order to sell 

your products on, for this setup we are using Shopify…

If you don’t have Shopify yet, click here to get it.

http://1.shopifytrack.com/aff_c?offer_id=2&aff_id=12122


After you sign up for Shopify click 

APPS



Click VISIT APP STORE



Search the app PRINTIFY, then click GET…continue to 

install.

You may have known about this app, but follow along I’m 

going to show you something you haven’t seen.

What this app does, lets us create hundreds of products in 

our store within minutes, once an order comes in they will fill 

the order automatically for you, print it and ship directly to 

your customer without you doing ANYTHING! Been using 

them for a while they are based in the US and ship overseas 

with tracking and very quickly, high quality stuff too.



Once installed to back into APPS then click PRINTIFY



For this example we are going to use Shirts, but as you can 

see on the left side you can do anything from bags, mugs 

etc…you can simply take one design and apply it to all.



Click START DESIGNING

We are going to need a design for the shirts, no we do not 

need to hire a designer, you or your virtual assistant can 

bang these out in minutes. I’m going to show you how.



www.Canvas.com

YES this site costs money, but it’s only about $13 per month 

and you get to make unlimited designs, high quality and use 

thousands of pics and illustrations. Sell one shirt you’ll cover 

the monthly payment

There is a 30 day trial, I don’t get any money for 

recommending this or Printify to you, just what works super 

fast and is easy, least get on the trial to test it, you can’t use 

the free version because we need to use custom 



dimensions, also with the paid version you get more pics to 

use. 

Once you sign up, go to create a design then click on USE 

CUSTOM DIMENSIONS



Make the dimensions 5,000x5,000 this will give us very high 

quality images for our shirts.



So here’s what is going on with this method, we are going to 

keep this EXTREMELY simply and it works 100% ok? We 

want to target stuff people like, I mean anything, seriously 

anything. Examples: I love Bees, I love Pandas, I love 

Fishing, I love Telescopes, I love Sunsets, anything. 



Then I want you to search for the main word in 

illustrations…bees, hamsters, whatever it is, for my example 

I’m using a Panda.

You then Simply add the text from the left hand side along 

side of your pic you can just drag and drop the pic. I used “I 

LOVE” made the word love in red, you can use whatever 



colors you want though. Select PNG, transparent then click 

DOWNLOAD.

Go back to Shopify and in the Printify app then click on ADD 

DESIGN



1. Choose the color you want to see it in

2. we have very high quality 

3. zoom in just enough so your design doesn’t crop

4. continue



You can also preview on this page to see what your shirt will 

look like, you can also do so on the next page.



These are all the colors your shirt will come in.



Finish filling this out, add the shirt title, description and add 

the size table, then CONTINUE.



You can just leave the profits as are, once you start getting 

sales you can test and try 24.99 and 25.99.



Click PUBLISH then SAVE CHANGES



Click PREVIEW to see how it will look.



Our design is ready to sell, all we need is traffic. You see 

how insanely fast we are doing these, no need to pay 

designers or wait for the designs, throw this up and get 

some traffic going to them. Simple and they sell.



If you know me, I always use FB ads for my store, I use free 

traffic also, but FB ads you can scale like mad and fast

If you don’t have Facebook Ads Manger sign up here:

Once you do click CREATE AD.

https://business.facebook.com


Click on CONVERSIONS

We are doing this because we want FB to find the buyers for 

us, not just clickers only or comment people.



Next you HAVE to set up the FB pixel, this allows FB to 

track your sales and make you more sales, you won’t know 

what ad is working without it. To get your pixel and set it up 

in Shopify Click here.

Your Pixel will show red until you have sales, then will turn 

green.

https://help.shopify.com/manual/promoting-marketing/facebook-pixel/facebook-pixel-for-shopify


Select your country, this can work in Canada, UK I’ve 

shipped to Australia using Printify, test them out!

21+ always to start, you don’t know what will convert, same 

with M/F use both you don’t know who will be the best 

buyers even if it’s a girl or guy shirt ok?

Interests: BROAD BROAD BROAD BROAD, you don’t know 

exactly where the buyers will be, let FB find them for you. 



So target whatever your main audience is. If you’re doing an 

I love bee’s shirt, select Bee’s for targeting, I love 

Telescopes, select Telescopes etc

Auto 

placement, let FB find the buyers and where they lurk, $5 a 

day per day is all we need, The Equation. Spend 2x times 

your retail price on ads to test the design, so if the shirt is 

$20 spend $40 in ads = $5 a day for 8 days. No sales? On 

to the next design, you can do these super fast. 



If you want to test 3 designs at once, $15 is all you need. I’m 

telling you right now…right here and now, just 1 good shirt 

can make you $5-10k per month, all year all…seriously. So 

start with your $5 a day to get going, but then increase what 

your budget is, 10 a day, 100 a day etc the more you test 

the faster you’ll find your winners.

I AM TELLING YOU RIGHT NOW! DO NOT JUST DO ONE 

DESIGN, then if it fails give up and go onto another course, 

THIS WORKS! Not every single thing you do online will find 

you success the first time. You might have to go thru 5 

designs or even 10 to find your winner…then all the sudden 

the $100 you spent on ads, is now making you 100k for the 

year…just think right now.

What if you stopped at the 4th design, but the 5th would 

have made you 10k this month? Don’t give up, keep testing. 

Even the guys that do 1 million a month on Shopify test. 



They tell me they even only get 20% success rate of all the 

products the test.

CLICK ON SHOW ADVANCED OPTIONS

Click optimize for clicks here, what happens is FB first finds 

the clickers, then finds the buyers, no one uses this option 

and it’s crazy that they don’t, increase your conversions, use 

this always when on a new campaign.



Select single image, go back to the preview page of your 

shirt in your store, copy that url and also save that pic, you 

can also do a screen capture like I did so it fits better in the 

ad, go in and crop for FB and Instagram.



1. Enter the exact url of the page from your Shopify store

2. Enter shirt title

3. Quick description with call to action

4. Select SHOP NOW

5. Review page

6. This is what your ad will look like, simple easy and they 

buy from this.



Click CONFIRM and your ad is done. 



Monitor your ad and Shopify store for sales, remember you 

can do as many of these as you want. For myself, I’m not 

going to test this design on a mug then a shirt then a 

cushion, test it on one product first, if it hits there, then 

expand it to other formats.

If the design doesn’t work, seriously how long did this take 

to set up with the ads? You can do these super fast and test 

them until you find a winner, better yet have a virtual 

assistant do them for you.



 
So how to get this down where you only have to work 1 
hour per week? 

I’ve put together a course that shows you exactly how to hire 
someone for your store, where to get them from how to have 
them set everything up for you, how to track their time, what 
they are doing etc with 100% ease.


You can get the outsource guide here. Really it’s a must to 
outsource, it’s the only way I can travel and do what I want 
while someone else runs everything for me. 

http://work1hour.com/dwk-up1


 

If you wanted more help on how exactly to set up your 
entire store from start to finish, how to set international 
pricing, how to add upsells, tracking etc I have a blueprint I 
wrote for you also to help out. 

This is an exact set up you can copy and do yourself or give 
to a virtual assistant for you…it’s an exact copy of my own 
Shopify store that did over $10,000 the very first month I 
opened it. I’m showing how to set up Facebook ads that are 
getting me 1,000% ROI, how exactly to set up your store 

from start to finish, so this is a great addition to the free 
traffic methods I have shown here.

Get the blueprint here

http://work1hour.com/dwk-up2




Final thoughts… 
This works, 100%, this is one of the 
easiest E-com methods you are 
going to see. So many factors in 
your advantage in this, you OWN 
your own brand and designs now, it 
takes minutes to create the design 
yourself and to set up the ad to test.


Keep it super broad, if you’re doing I 
love Dogs, (and yes that simple shirt can work) your interest will 
be dogs on FB ads, you can do I love Pit bull’s, I love Hiking, 
anything, just stay away from ANYTHING trademarked, such as 
movies, names, sports teams, however you can use such as, I 
love Baseball, you CAN’T use I love the New York Yankees, 
think you get it now!


Keep doing this over and over until you find a winner, 
remember to test each design it’s 2x your retail price in ad 
spend, no winners then on to the next. It’s ALL about testing 
until you find your winner with this method, and when you do 
…oh my….lol


Lyfe


Surf more, market less.

Any problems or questions about this course email 

support here: work1hourhelp@gmail.com 
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